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Select Restaurants, Inc. chooses 24-7 Hospitality Technology to manage its multi-concept
business units
Nationwide POS Systems Provider supports and services independents and multi-unit restaurants from one end
of the country to the other
Geneva IL, September 4, 2011—Select Restaurants, Inc., a national operator of multi-concept restaurants has chosen 24-7
Hospitality Technology (24-7) as its POS solution and support provider. Select Restaurants, Inc. owns and operates unique,
full-service restaurants in several U.S. markets including Boston's Top of the Hub at the Prudential Center, the Rusty Scupper
on Baltimore's Inner Harbor, and the distinctive Parkers' Lighthouse in Long Beach, California.
“The value of knowing our multi-concept restaurants is well taken care of by 24x7 Hospitality Technology, bringing peace of
mind to our company,” said Matt Woods, Corporate Controller of Select Restaurants.
“24x7 Hospitality Technology has been a reliable business partner since we began doing business in 2005, when we first
deployed the 24-7 Total Solution,” Woods added. “We have restaurants in three different time zones and our restaurant
managers are confident that, regardless of the time of day, they will receive dependable, knowledgeable, and more
importantly timely support to assist them through each support call.”
The POS system deployed by the Select Restaurants is the “easiest and most flexible” in the industry, said Todd Baker Jr.,
President for 24-7. “The management system provided by 24-7 links each restaurant to its wait list, kitchen, cash
management, and accounting systems, providing a Total Solution. In addition, 24-7’s unique approach to technical support
allows Select’s restaurant managers to reach technicians to handle any issue 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and 365 days a
year,” Baker added.
24-7 Hospitality Technology supports multi-concept Select Restaurants, including these award winning restaurants with
simultaneous operations:


Parkers’ Lighthouse located on the waterfront in Long Beach includes an actual working Lighthouse. In addition to
support for a Fine Dinning Seafood and a new Steak Restaurants, 24-7 computer systems support Banquet and
Private Dinning Rooms, Bar Dinning, Counter Seating, Full Bar with Entertainment, Patio/Outdoor Dinning and
Takeouts.



Top of the Hub in Boston is a restaurant soaring 52 floor above Back Bay. In addition to a Fine Dinning Restaurant,
24-7 computer systems support the two-story adjoining Skywalk Observatory, a top notch Jazz Lounge, and a Kiosk
in the Prudential Building Lobby.

About 24-7 Hospitality Technology
24-7 Hospitality Technology is a nationwide restaurant management systems provider. For over 35 years members of the
company have supported thousands of systems in the hospitality and restaurant industries. The company works to provide
superior customer satisfaction by providing a total management solution and support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and 365
days a year. For more information go to www.247ht.com.

About Select Restaurants
Select Restaurants, Inc. owns and operates unique, full-service restaurants in several U.S. markets including Baltimore,
Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, and Long Beach, California. From waterfront dining, with extraordinary views, to
upscale neighborhood bistros in suburban Chicago and New Jersey, Select Restaurants' offer high quality dining experiences
with outstanding food and service. Select Restaurants is a subsidiary of Select Management Holdings, Inc. headquartered in
Cleveland, Ohio. For more information go to www.selectrestaurants.com.
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